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Abstract 

This paper focuses on accurate and conceptual understanding of Traditional Samkhya philosophy and 

makes a comparative study of  with present day Yoga practices . This paper  also highlights the need for making 

present generation know about the  original  essence  of Indian Yoga , and their inter linking concepts which make 

life more truthful and sustainable . Indian Yoga practices differ from present day western understanding of Yoga 

practice. It is known that several of the western countries practice Yoga exercises as just physical and body 

oriented stretch exercises.  The western adaptations of the concept of Indian Yoga are just linked to a ligament 

stretch and such other body exercises which are only physical. This western conception undermines the essence 

of original yoga which Indian philosophy Tradition reflects.  It also diminishes the power of Yoga exercises which 

is not physical but psychological.  There is a need to provide this accurate knowledge about yoga conceptions as 

defined in Samkhya philosophy  to the present day Yoga Practitioners. Current Yoga Practitioners need real 

knowledge of Yoga and they have to come out of incomplete conceptual understanding. Indian Yoga is not limited 

to body but it is inter-twined with mind. Hence, knowledge of Samkhya is needed for Yoga practices to get full 

advantage of Yoga practice.  
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Introduction 

Samkhya is one of the prominent philosophies tracing back to Vedic period.  It was originally written in 

Sanskrit It describes the full spectrum of human existence as it reveals the basic elements which comprise 

macrocosm and microcosm.  

Samkhya philosophy  -  Samkhya philosophy  is one of the six main schools of Indian philosophies also known 

as Shat Darshanas or six schools of philosophy. Samkhya philosophy  is one of the oldest orthodox systems of 

Indian philosophy. It is said it was established by Sage Kapila. Samkhya philosophy  was also known as 

Samkhya sutras.  Samkhya philosophy  contains six chapters and 526 sutras in all. Sage Kapila’s disciples spread 

it outside India There are several commentaries written on it Samkhya Karika Bhasya of Gaudapada and 

Samkhyattava Kaumudi of Vachaspati. Samkhya Karika Bhasya derives its name from the original word 

Samkhya which means number. Samkhya Karika Bhasya mentions 25 ultimate principles in creation which 

justifies it’s original name. Samkhya philosophy  applies to righteous path to find knowledge of reality by 

specifying the final objects of knowledge.  
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Hence, Samkhya also means knowledge.  It is the knowledge of self. It is intellectual and sub conscious 

knowledge which leads to final bliss.  Samkhya is dualistic because it names two types of ultimate realities 

namely Prakrithi and Purusha. Samkhya is realistic as it believes that both  the matter and spirit are equal and 

real It is pluralistic because it states that there are many purushas that co exist with Prakirthi  Samkhya 

philosophy states that Kaivalya liberation from the birth life death rebirth cycle as the final goal of human life. 

This liberation results  in ultimate freedom for humans from all types of miseries and suffering of human life. 

Samkhya philosophy  reminds humans that  main purpose of the evolution of the  Prakrithi is to give the 

Purusha  chance of liberation. This main cause of bondage of the purusha and hsi consequent suffering is 

Aviveka or ignorance. A mind full of Aviveka fails to discriminate from pure consciousness and impure thoughts.  

This leads to  birth and rebirth cycles Samkhya supports two types of liberation of soul namely,  jeevan mukthi 

and videha mukthi. 

Yoga interlinks Samkhya philosophy  - Yoga interlinks the Samkhya philosophy as it is related to 

components of the body, mind , spirit Samkhya names each element teaches us its function and shows us the 

relationship each element has to all others.  In other words Samkhya maps the human being. Yoga interlinks the 

Samkhya philosophy into experiencing the real self.  Yoga starts with physical exercises and moves on to 

understand the sub conscious state and reaches the higher levels of consciousness finally.  

 Samkhya philosophy clearly records that individual human being has 25 elements it is closely linked with  

1. Asana Yoga - They are yogic way of union with mind and body 

2. Pranayama Yoga - Prana Yoga involves various Yoga techniques which includes Prana yama. It gets 

supports in gaining control over These mantra yoga practices include mantra  and senses This also supports 

in awakening  inner Prana or internal energy . 

3. Dhyana Yoga -This is pure meditation. Bind and body will resume to complete silence and become 

engrossed din meditation. 

Out of 25 elements  there are two original sources from which whole universe evolves 

1. Purusha – eternal reality -   

2. Prakrithi – pure creative power 

Meaning of Purusha- The purusha and  prakriti are two abstract entities which are clearly defined in Samkhya 

philosophy.   They are two basic opposite independent and eternal principles that are the main cause and reasons 

behind the human existence. Purusha is a Sanskrit term which means spirit person self conscious in Indian 

philosophy.  

Meaning of Prakrithi -It is found through knowledge of Samkhya that prakrithi is component three guans or 

elements Sattva guna , Rajas  guna,  and Tamas  guna.  

1. Higher knowledge 

2. Intuitive knowledge 

3. Self knowledge mind 

 These three elements connect the consciousness  

1. Lower knowledge 

2. Rational Mind Known as Manas 

3. Ego  -ahamkara 
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Five Jnanedriyas /sensory organs - Samkhya also describes 20 further e elements Jnanedriyas or five sensory 

organs. Five sensory organs are 

1. Ear 

2. Skin 

3. Eye 

4. Tongue 

5. Nose.   

Five organs of actions /Karmendriyas or five organs of actions 

1. Tongue 

2. Hands 

3. Legs 

4. Reproductive Organs 

5. Excretory Organs 

Five Tanmatras -The tanmatras or five senses 

1. Sound 

2. Touch 

3. Vision 

4. Taste 

5. Smell 

Five Mahabhutas or five blocks of nature 

1. Earth or solids 

2. Water or liquids 

3. Fire or transformation support  

4. Air or gasses 

5. Space or void  

Yoga aims to  develop sattva and aims to reduce tamas with in our personalities. Excessive tamas leads to 

increase in  

1. Disease 

2. Restlessness 

3. Ignorance 

4.  Selfishness 

5.  Suffering  

Sattva needs to be dominated as it brings changes as shown in this diagram 

 

Creativity

Prosperity

Good 
thoughts

Righteous 
actions
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Yoga practices increases sattva as it supports in maintaining a healthy balanced body and mind and supports 

every human being with awareness about the sacred human life. 

Benefits of Pranayama- Pranayama works with breath and consistently supports prana which means vital 

energy. Yoga is a journey which enriches healthiness of mind and body. It also acts as guiding principle of human 

actions. Patanajali very clearly states that  yoga helps in  

1.  Removing ailments &  physical disorders 

2.  Removing suspicious thinking 

3.  Removing lethargy & indolence  

4.  Removing  excessive desire 

5.  Removing instability 

6.  Removing hopelessness and depression 

There are three types of Yoga namely  

 Manthra Yoga ,  

 Dhyana yoga ,  

 Samadhi yoga  

 

1. Manthra Yoga – This forms  basis on Vedic or classical Yoga. It uses mantras a sit fundamental as described 

in Veda specially Rig Veda. These mantras include  

 Nama mantras -These mantra yoga practices include mantra of the names of the deities of the Hindu 

dharma including sun god Surya, rain god Indra , Fire  god Agni ,  

 Beeja  mantras- These Beeja yoga practices include mantras OM, HRIM, KRIM ,GHRIM , 

HREEM , etc. They are chanted with deep breaths and are chanted silently with full concentration. 

The vibrations created through these mantras make inner energies  to become active.  The people who 

recite OM are benefitted with positive energy vibrations. 

 Sukta mantras –These are prayers which assist in meditation Such as the Gayathri mantra.  These 

prayers awaken soul, mind and body alike.  

 

2. Dhyana Yoga- the Yoga or meditation involves pure silent meditation. it has  

 Dhyana Devatha Yoga- This involves meditation by using the names of Hindu devathas like Surya, 

Ishwara, Vishnu Krishna etc. 

 Aatma Dhyana Yoga- This involves meditation own/ self by chanting Aham  Brahmasmi This is 

pure  self purification because it includes Self Observation and Self Awakening.  

 

3. Samadhi Yoga- All three types of Yoga lead to Samadhi Yoga which is state of pure Bliss. They lead finally 

to Poorna Yoga which is called as spiritual awakening. 

Present day yoga 

Present day yoga differs from the original concept of Yoga because today Yoga has been viewed more as 

a physical exercise rather than as a conscious exercise of mind body and soul. Western adaptations of Yoga 

represents only physical activity while classical Yoga as Hindu Samkhya philosophy registers it, Yoga is 

purification of mind body and soul.  
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Conclusion 

Thus, it is understood that human being need to understand the traditional meaning of Yoga through 

Samkhya philosophical orientation to achieve real awakening. The new adaptations of  Yoga conceptions under 

mines the quintessence of original  Vedic Yoga which Indian philosophic tradition reflects ,  hence ,  there is an 

inevitability  to present yoga in its original essence to facilitate humanity accomplish authentic bliss. 
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